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本文采用基于 TMN 及 CORBA设计原理功能模块化结构，设计了大客户网管实施方
案及系统结构方案；通过采用分布式用数据库服务器设计思路，设计大客户网管系
统数据库，将系统逻辑地划分为“分布式处理”的多个专业的网管管理子系统；通




















         
         
In recent few years,with the rapid development of telecommunication industry in
China, the capacity of the telecom network is becoming larger and larger. More
and more kinds and quantity of network equipments are existed in the network
which makes the network more and more complex. With the rapid development of
telecom network and improvement of service quality requirements, existing
technology of network management can’t satisfy the requirements of network
management, which makes the construct of network management system more
difficult.
At present, each level of network management system is isolated, which makes
the circuit configuration, network guard and optimize more difficult. Based on
current telecom network condition and the progress of the development of the
network management system, combined with the realization of the integration of
network management, in order to improve the network efficiency and reduce the
maintenance cost, China Unicorn plans to develop group customers integrated
network management system to maintain and manage the network in a unified
way
As a commonly used network management technology, TMN provides a good
approach for the development of integrated network management system.
However,  it does not study more detail about how to construct the management
system and how to implement the interoperation among the management
systemHow to fulfill interface has become the most complicated problem in
developing group customers integrated network management system. CORBA is
a relative mature distributed Object Oriented technology and very suitable for
management systems on different environment and different computer, fulfill the
ideal link of different object













designs big customer network management system structure plan. By using
distributed database server design idea, with big customer network management
system design, database system logic is divided into "distributed processing"
multiple professional network management subsystem. Through SNMP protocol
"data acquisition" interface Agent/Manager mode technology research, the
system designs big customer network management business monitoring module,
realizes the correlation analysis and monitoring of equipment nodes, port, circuit
and customer network resources and business level agreement. Using transverse
interface integration and longitudinal interface acquisition way, it designs big
customer net customer failure module to present the customer network fault
conditions. Therefore, this dissertation takes the construction of China Unicom’s
group customers integrated network management system as the background and
uses TMN technology to implement the system, which broaden the ideas of
development of the network management system
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